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Defense mechanisms are mental functions which facilitate coping when real or imagined
events challenge personal wishes, needs, and feelings. Whether defense mechanisms
have a specific neural basis is unknown. The present research tested the hypothesis that
interhemispheric integration plays a critical role in defense mechanism development,
by studying a unique sample of patients born without the corpus callosum (agenesis
of the corpus callosum; AgCC). Adults with AgCC (N = 27) and matched healthy
volunteers (N = 30) were compared on defense mechanism use across increasing
levels of developmental maturity (denial, least; projection, intermediate; identification,
most). Narratives generated in response to Thematic Apperception Test images were
scored according to the Defense Mechanism Manual. Greater use of denial and less
identification was found in persons with AgCC, compared to healthy comparisons.
This difference emerged after age 18 when full maturation of defenses among healthy
individuals was expected. The findings provide clinically important characterization of
social and emotional processing in persons with AgCC. More broadly, the results
support the hypothesis that functional integration across the hemispheres is important
for the development of defense mechanisms.
Keywords: corpus callosum, agenesis of the corpus callosum, defense mechanisms, connectivity,
interhemispheric transfer
INTRODUCTION
Defense mechanisms have critical importance in everyday life and in psychopathology (Fenichel,
1946; Lowenstein et al., 1975; Wallerstein, 1983; Lampl-de Groot, 1985; Cramer, 2006) playing
a substantive role in the comprehensive understanding and managing of psychiatric illness
(Handbook of Psychiatric Measures, 2008). Assessing defense mechanisms affords diagnostic and
prognostic information on development and psychopathology (Vaillant, 2011). Besides giving
an important indication of an individual’s level of adaptation, defense mechanisms are strong
predictors of psychological adjustment after many decades of life (Vaillant, 1994) and are amenable
to change from less to more mature after successful dynamic psychotherapy (Albucher et al., 1998).
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The DSM-5 describes defenses as “Mechanisms that
mediate the individual’s reaction to emotional conflicts and
external stressors” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013,
p. 819). Following the insights of his early clinical work,
Sigmund Freud identified a force directed to modulate or stop
(repress) unacceptable impulses that would otherwise provoke
overwhelming anxiety (Freud and Breuer, 1895). Repression, the
first defense Freud included in his monumental work that laid the
foundations of psychoanalysis, begins early in life. When a child
finds out that acting on some desires may give raise to anxiety,
this powerful emotion may set in motion repression of the desire.
Mechanisms similar to repression were noted earlier by Arthur
Schopenhauer and Johann Friedrich Herbart (psychologist and
founder of academic pedagogy, 1776–1841), but it was Freud
who established repression (in German Verdrängung) as the
cornerstone of psychoanalysis. Later on, his daughter Anna
discussed and clarified the various types of defenses (10 or more)
that appeared throughout her father’s publications (Freud, 1936).
More than 40 different defenses have been described to
date (Bibring et al., 1961) substantially broadening Freud’s early
indications. For instance, recent emphasis has been placed
on interpersonal factors in defense use and development.
A child who finds out that a significant adult caregiver lacks
empathy may “fail” to acknowledge this lack to keep the
original feeling toward the adult. According to Kohut (1977)
defense mechanisms have thus an additional function: to protect
from disappointment of empathic failures of adults, therefore
protecting the self and supporting self-esteem (Cramer, 2006). In
summary, defense mechanisms are mental functions that address
percepts originating within the self or in the external world that
clash with personal wishes and feelings or are inconsistent with
overt or covert opinions about the self.
As neuroscientists, we presume that brain structure and
function has a critical impact on all mental functions,
including defense mechanisms. To date, attempts to relate
modern neurology and psychodynamic theory have focused
on defining (or re-defining) neurological symptoms within
a psychodynamic framework. For example, anosognosia (i.e.,
denial of deficit/illness) occurring after right hemisphere damage
has been interpreted as a manifestation of difficulty handling
separation and loss (tolerate negative emotions) and interpreted
psychodynamically as denial of personal limitations (physical
as well as emotional) to limit the emotional consequences
of catastrophic change (e.g., Kaplan-Solms and Solms, 2000;
Turnbull et al., 2002, 2005, 2014). In contrast, the present study
directly assesses use of defense mechanisms in a population with
a known neuroanatomic malformation.
Defense mechanisms have been posited to lay on complex
cognitive-emotional interactions (Westen and Gabbard, 2002a,b)
requiring coordinated functioning of multiple anatomically
distinct brain regions (i.e., large scale neuronal integration)
(Northoff and Boeker, 2006; Northoff et al., 2007). This view
forms the background of the present study. In the present
research we tested a major aspect of neuroanatomical integration,
that is integration between the two cerebral hemispheres. The
necessity of intact interhemispheric connectivity via the corpus
callosum for development of defense mechanisms was tested by
examining the use of defenses in a rare sample of individuals with
congenital absence of the corpus callosum (AgCC). Absence of
the corpus callosum is congenital in this sample, therefore the
present study tests the critical importance of this brain structure
in the development of defenses.
The human corpus callosum with its ∼200 million axons
transferring information between the two brain hemispheres
(Tomasch, 1954) is the largest fiber tract in the human brain.
Individuals with AgCC have complete or partial absence of
the corpus callosum. A 20-year study of birth-defects registries
in California found that AgCC occurred 1 in 4,000 births
(Glass et al., 2008). Although AgCC is associated with multiple
syndromes of brain malformation related to known toxic-
metabolic conditions or genetic causes, in 55–70% of cases
the cause of AgCC is unknown (Bedeschi et al., 2006; Schell-
Apacik et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2009, for a review see
Chiappedi and Bejor, 2010). Although it can co-occur with
other brain malformations and genetic conditions, AgCC can be
an isolated neuroanatomical finding (Paul et al., 2007). When
AgCC is accompanied by other brain malformations or occurs
in the context of broader neurodevelopmental syndromes, these
additional factors typically dominate the behavioral outcomes.
However, when AgCC is the primary neurological finding (i.e.,
without any other or only very minor other brain dysmorphology
and no known developmental syndrome), it is more common
to see globally intact intellectual abilities with relatively subtle
limitations (Chiappedi et al., 2012; Brown and Paul, 2019). The
present research is based on examination of individuals for
whom AgCC appears to be the primary neurodevelopmental
complication, affording the rare opportunity to test the role of
congenital disruption of interhemispheric connectivity in the
development of defenses.
Back in the 70’s, Klaus Hoppe envisioned that a systematic
examination of individuals who underwent surgical callosotomy
to alleviate intractable seizures might give insights into the
understanding of the brain bases of psychoanalytic theories
(Hoppe, 1977). This line of research gave rise to a series of studies
on “split brain” patients who displayed a disconnection syndrome
characterized by absent callosal transfer of sensory information
and deficient bimanual motor control (Sperry, 1968; Sperry et al.,
1969; Bogen and Frederiks, 1985). These patients also exhibited
alexithymia (see for instance TenHouten et al., 1985a,b), a pattern
of poor awareness for their emotional processes and limited
capacity to verbalize them (Taylor et al., 1997). The association
between callosal function and alexithymia has been further born
out in subsequent studies of individuals with AgCC (Buchanan
et al., 1980; Paul et al., 2007). Although individuals with AgCC
do not display the full disconnection syndrome seen in split-
brain patients, they do exhibit diminished interhemispheric
transfer compared to controls (for review see Paul et al.,
2007). Connection between alexithymia and immature defense
mechanisms (Helmes et al., 2008; Besharat and Khajavi, 2013)
offer additional support for the general hypothesis that functional
integration between the two hemispheres plays a critical role in
development and implementation of defense mechanisms.
For the present report we focus on three widely studied
and developmentally anchored defense mechanisms: denial,
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projection, and identification. Because defenses often take
place below the level of awareness, we chose an observational
method of measurement over a self-report one. An observational
method gives people free rein to speak personal thoughts and
feelings while these are recorded for coding. A commonly used
method to elicit a narrative from participants, the Thematic
Apperception Test, was used (TAT; Murray, 1943) together
with the Defense Mechanism Manual (DMM) for coding
(Cramer, 1991a, 2007; Porcerelli et al., 1998). This approach
yields the above three defense categories (each of which is
composed of seven subscales). Other widely used methods
(Defense Mechanism Rating Scales, Perry, 1990; Defense Style
Questionnaire, Andrews et al., 1993) yield a larger number of
defenses that in research studies are grouped into a smaller
number of defense categories. Factor analytic studies have
repeatedly shown a three-factor solution with dimensions similar
to those obtained with the DMM (for an in-depth discussion
see Cramer, 2006, pp. 15–19). Here follows a brief explanation
of the defense categories used in this research. Denial aims at
minimizing tension by warding off internal or external percepts
that if acknowledged could be potentially upsetting. Projection
aims to minimize tension by (mis)attributing to another person
unacceptable thoughts, feelings or impulses that originate in
the self. Identification aims at minimizing tension by taking
on behaviors, qualities or attitudes of another person and
experiencing them as part of the self (Cramer, 2006). Defenses
are linked to developmental stages (see below). They can also
be distinguished based on complexities of the mental operation
involved. When it comes to denial the operations comprising
it are broadly of two types. A majority are closely related
to the perceptual system (not seeing or distorting what is
perceived) while others involve the construction of a personal
fantasy or an enacted dream (Freud, 1936) distorting reality
and replacing a significant part of the experience. Because
of this reliance on the perceptual system (the system that
“provides the first bridge to the outside world,” Cramer, 2006,
p. 44) denial is considered most primitive. In the mechanism
of projection, the perceptual phase is largely unaffected, as is
the capacity to make hedonic judgments on percepts. Various
degrees of alteration of the capacity of attribution of these
to the internal or the external world are present. The greater
complexity relative to denial is apparent. Identification is yet
more complex a defense. Whereas identification has been
described as comprising multiple components (incorporation,
introjection and identification proper; Meissner, 1974) which
may include aspects of incomplete differentiation between subject
and object, at the far end of this continuum (identification
proper) lays a mature capacity to distinguish the other person as
separate. Notably the present research reports on identification
as a defense (i.e., the mental mechanism aiming at avoiding
anxiety and keeping self-esteem). Developmental identification
is a process in individual maturation serving the purpose of
becoming independent and autonomous from significant others.
In identification as a defense the prospected or actual loss of a
significant other is handled by recreating an internal object as a
replica of the lost one. In addition, partial aspects of a significant
other may be included in the ego such as moral standards
in order to keep parents’ approval or reduce unacceptable
drives and impulses.
Emergence of defenses begins in childhood and continues
during adolescence (Cramer, 1987, 1997; Porcerelli et al., 1998)
mapping onto the phases of corpus callosum development.
A period of rapid callosal myelination occurs during the second
year of life (Morriss et al., 1999) just prior to the peak use of
denial beginning around age 2 (Cramer, 1987, 1997; Porcerelli
et al., 1998). In the period between ages 2 and 12, the anterior
callosum grows substantially (Luders et al., 2010) while the use of
denial declines and use of projection peaks (Cramer, 1987, 1997;
Porcerelli et al., 1998). Finally, the posterior callosum begins a
period of substantial growth and myelination around age 9–12
(Ballmaier et al., 2008; Lebel et al., 2008; Knyazeva, 2013) just
as identification enters the repertoire of defense mechanisms
(Cramer, 1987, 1997; Porcerelli et al., 1998). Identification is the
defense mechanism typical of adolescence and early adulthood
and is considered the most adaptive of the three types of
mechanisms (Cramer, 1987, 1997; Porcerelli et al., 1998). It
should be clarified that defenses in general and in particular those
examined in the present research differ by age exclusively in their
expected “peaks” of relative frequency of occurrence. This means
that there is plenty of overlap among defenses during normal
childhood, adolescence and early adulthood (Cramer, 1991b).
Previous studies of individuals with AgCC utilized stories
elicited in response to the picture stimuli from the Thematic
Apperception Test (TAT; Murray, 1943) to gain insights
regarding aspects of cognitive and emotional functioning.
A small-sample study of five adults with AgCC and age-matched
controls first reported that the stories told by individuals with
AgCC were impoverished in story logic, social understanding,
and inclusion of common content (Paul et al., 2004). This was
followed by linguistic analysis of stories told by 22 individuals
with AgCC (Turk et al., 2010). Compared to stories told by
age- and IQ-matched controls, the stories told by individuals
with AgCC in this study were far more variable in length and
tended to include more words overall. Relative to total words
per story, individuals with AgCC used fewer words pertaining
to emotionality, cognitive processes, and social processes, but
they used relatively more present-tense verbs and first person
pronouns (Turk et al., 2010). These results suggest that callosal
agenesis might interfere with the ability to picture social
interactions and the mental processes of others. No study
to date has formally examined defense mechanisms in this
rare population.
The general hypothesis set forth in the present study was
that progression from immature (denial) to more mature
(identification) defenses requires optimal functioning of brain
structures devoted to information integration. Individuals
with AgCC were expected to show greater utilization of
immature defenses (denial) and less utilization of mature
defenses (identification) relative to sex-, age- and IQ-matched
healthy participants. In addition, based on defense mechanisms
developmental data (Cramer, 1987, 1997; Porcerelli et al., 1998),
age was expected to be significantly negatively correlated with
denial and significantly positively correlated with identification
among healthy participants, whereas among participants with
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AgCC, such associations were predicted to be absent. Finally,
we expected that relative compensation for immature defense
responses could arise in individuals with AgCC and relatively
higher intellect, leading to the prediction that in individuals with
AgCC, intelligence would be significantly negatively correlated
with denial and significantly positively correlated with more
mature defenses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Participants included thirty individuals with agenesis of the
corpus callosum (20 men) and 30 healthy comparison individuals
(23 men) (Table 1). Inclusion criteria for all participants were
the following: full scale intelligence quotient (FSIQ) of 80 or
greater, native English speaking, and participation in mainstream
education. Exclusion criteria were history of major head trauma,
neurosurgery or central nervous system disease (agenesis of the
corpus callosum excluded), more than two life-time seizures,
diagnosis of schizophrenia or other psychotic disorder, or
diagnosis of bipolar disorder.
AgCC was confirmed by MRI in all participants but one
who received a CT scan. MRI was acquired at Caltech for 11
participants, at UCSF for 1 participant, and in clinical settings
for the remainder. We were able to review 26 of the MRI scans
(including all 4 partial AgCC participants) and reviewed clinical
imaging reports for the remaining four participants. The size of
residual CC for each participant with partial AgCC was less than
<10% of typical CC size (based on visual inspection of a midline
sagittal MRI image by two raters). Individuals with AgCC were
excluded if they had other major brain abnormalities detected
on MRI (other than colpocephaly or small interhemispheric
TABLE 1 | Demographics, cognitive scores and relative defense scores.
AgCC (n = 27) Comparison (n = 30)
Mean SD Range Mean SD Range
Age 19.26 11.72 7–56 19.00 11.00 8–51
FSIQ 97.52 10.58 83–122 95.43 7.27 84–120
+PIQ 98.85 11.66 78–120 97.12 8.18 78–109
+VIQ 98.38 15.00 76–140 93.18 6.48 84–109
Mean words
per story
135.72 150.20 8.83–619.67 88.42 42.38 21.3–204.3
Mean queries
per story
1.99 1.56 0–6.33 1.78 1.15 0–4
RDS Denial* 0.53 0.22 0.17–1 0.41 0.19 0–0.72
RDS
Projection
0.34 0.18 0–0.78 0.34 0.12 0.09–0.56
RDS
Identification**
0.13 0.17 0–0.6 0.25 0.19 0–0.7
Gender 10F: 17M 7F: 23M
Handedness 7L: 20R 3L: 27R
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.005, + AgCC n = 29 and Comparison n = 17; SD, standard
deviation; FSIQ, Full Scale Intelligence Quotient; PIQ, Performance Intelligence
Quotient; VIQ, Verbal Intelligence Quotient.
cysts, both of which frequently accompany complete AgCC).
Three participants with AgCC were excluded from analysis due
to presence of additional neuropathology (one with bilateral
heterotopia, one with global dysgenesis of left hemisphere, and
one with bilateral dysgenesis of frontal lobes). Of the remaining
27 participants, 23 had complete AgCC, and 4 had partial
AgCC. In direct review of MRI scans (23 of the remaining
27 participants), the anterior and posterior commissures were
visible on 20 scans. Probst bundles were visible bilaterally
in 18 participants with complete AgCC and 3 with partial
AgCC. Probst bundles are white matter tracts that form during
neurodevelopment when axons that would typically form the
corpus callosum are unable to cross the midline and instead they
form aberrant bundles along the interhemispheric fissure from
the anterior to the posterior aspects of the brain in complete
AgCC (in partial AgCC they begin at the posterior end of the
callosal remnant and end in posterior aspects of the brain).
From the final sample, 26 AgCC participants received
the age-appropriate Wechsler Intelligence test (Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale-III or Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children-III) and one received the Stanford-Binet. Two AgCC
participants were taking anti-epileptic medications (valproic
acid, or phenytoin) at the time of testing. Eighteen participants
with AgCC were included in a previous study by Turk et al.
(2010) and three were included in the study by Paul et al. (2004).
Healthy participants were recruited from community college
psychology courses and from local employment agencies or
were selected from elementary school populations in order
to equate FSIQ and age to that of participants with AgCC.
Verbal intelligence quotient (VIQ) and performance intelligence
quotient (PIQ) were not available for thirteen healthy participants
who were recruited from local private elementary schools (school
psychologist provided FSIQ scores). All other comparison
participants received the Wechsler Abbreviated Scales of
Intelligence. Groups were matched on age [t(55) = 0.09, p = 0.93],
FSIQ [t(55) = 0.87, p = 0.39], VIQ [t(41) = 1.35, p = 0.19], PIQ
[t(41) = 0.53, p = 0.60], sex [Fisher’s Exact Test = 0.39] and
handedness [Fisher’s Exact Test = 0.17].
Handedness was measured using the Edinburgh Handedness
Inventory (range −100 to 100; Oldfield, 1971) with handedness
categorization determined as in the original article (<−40 = left-
handed,−40 to 40 = Ambidextrous, >40 = right-handed).
Procedures
Defense mechanisms were measured from archival data
acquired at the Travis Research Institute. Data collection
methods and procedures were reviewed and approved by the
Human Subjects Review Committee at the Travis Research
Institute and participants were treated in accordance with the
American Psychiatric Association (APA) Ethical Principles
and provided informed consented to participate. Defense
mechanisms measurement and analyses reported in this
paper dataset were conducted with approval of the Caltech
Institutional Review Board.
In light of the rarity of individuals with AgCC, and the lack
of any prior effect size estimate, we made an a priori decision
to fix our sample size at the maximum available, a conservative,
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common and accepted approach especially with clinical samples.
Following participant exclusions described above, the final
dataset included 57 transcripts (30 HC, 27 AgCC), each of which
included the stories generated by participants in response to six
pictures: 1, 2, 6BM, 8BM, 12 MF, 13MF of the TAT (Murray,
1943). Use of 2–6 TAT cards is standard in the psychological and
psychiatric literature (Keiser and Prather, 1990; Porcerelli and
Sandler, 1995). Researchers at Travis Research Institute utilized
these six cards because of their potential to elicit social inference
and emotional expressiveness in narrative responses and because
they are frequently used in clinical practice. The TAT is a free-
response (formerly known as “projective”) test widely used to
measure defenses from stories generated in response to black
and white drawings depicting various interpersonal scenarios.
The thought processes of participants are inferred from relatively
extended samples of thought (stories) stimulated by open-ended
questions (i.e., thought content is used to infer thought processes
or defenses) (Cramer, 1991a, 2007; Porcerelli et al., 1998).
According to the standard TAT administration protocol,
participants were shown the cards one at a time and asked to
tell a story for each card. Specifically the administrator said,
“For the next test, I’m going to sit next to you. I am going
to show you a series of pictures. For each picture, I want you
to tell me a story with a beginning, middle, and end. Tell me
what the characters are thinking, feeling, and doing. And make
sure you tell me how it ends.” The examiner wrote down the
stories verbatim. When the participant indicated that the story
was finished, standardized queries were used to prompt for any
of the six elements (beginning, middle, end, thinking, feeling,
and doing) that had not already been spontaneously provided
(e.g., “What are the characters thinking?” or “How does the story
end?”). The TAT was administered by trained technicians, who
wrote down the verbatim responses of the participants.
One of us, a psychiatrist (diplomat of the American
Board of Psychiatry and Neurology) with extensive training in
psychodynamics (SP), who was blind to participant group, and
to demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants,
scored the 60 randomly ordered transcripts using the Defense
Mechanism Manual (DMM) (Cramer, 1991a, 2007; Porcerelli
et al., 1998). To confirm that the rater was implementing the
rating system accurately, fifteen randomly selected transcripts
(7 from the AgCC group and 8 from HC group; 25% of
the original dataset) were also scored by a board-certified
psychologist (JHP) with 17 years of experience with the DMM,
who was blinded to the diagnosis, demographic and clinical
characteristics of participants. Inter-rater reliability for this subset
was excellent [denial: ICC = 0.77 (0.87 corrected for double
coding), projection = 0.76 (0.86 corrected for double coding),
identification = 0.81 (0.90 corrected for double coding)].
The DMM is a detailed system for scoring stories elicited
by TAT cards. DMM scoring produces frequency scores for
denial, projection and identification. Each of these defense scores
is comprised of the sum from 7 sub-categories reflecting a
different aspect of the defense (for denial sub-categories include
omission, misperception, reversal, statements of negation, denial
of reality, overly maximizing positive, minimizing negative,
unexpected goodness, optimism, positiveness, gentleness). Direct
TABLE 2 | Sample TAT stories.
Healthy participant AgCC
TAT Card 2: Farm TAT Card 2: Farm
S43: This summer day and the
whole family is out on the farm.
The husband is working the
fields and mom is pregnant
relaxing in the sun and the
daughter is going to sit under a
tree and read because it is a
nice day. At the end of the day
they sit at the dinner table and
talk about how nice a day it
was. They all feel joyful and
happy because it is a nice clear
day and they are all relaxing
around the farm.
S39: This girl is coming home from school
and she sees her mother watching her son
work on the field like plant, using a plow
behind the horse having it plow the fields
and stuff like that and the girl goes and tells
her mother that she is going to go do some
homework and her mother does not
respond, she is just staring off into space,
looking at sky and sun and rest of field and
the girl just walks off looking at her mother,
wondering why she did not respond to her
when she said she was going to do
homework and after she gets back to the
house, the other family members come
back, too, and the mother and daughter sit
down and talk. The daughter is basically
doing small talk because she is not happy
about something she was not allowed to do
the night before. And they resolve their
differences.
D: None D1: Omission
D7: Unexpected goodness, optimism. . .
P: None P1: Aggressive, hostile feelings
I: None I3: Regulation of motives, behavior
D, Denial; P, Projection; I, Identification.
repetitions in a story are only scored once. See Table 2
for an example of a scored narrative from a participant
with AgCC and a healthy participant. Groups did not
differ for average number of words per story, U = 395,
p = 0.87, or average number of queries per story, U = 386.5,
p = 0.77 (two-tailed).
Validity of the DMM has been addressed through
experimental studies of child and adult responses to stress,
correlational studies with personality and psychopathology, and
longitudinal studies (including treatment studies) of changes in
defense over time (Cramer, 2006).
Data Analysis
To control for individual differences in overall responsiveness to
the TAT stimuli, each participant’s defense score was normalized
into a relative defense score (RDS). RDS was calculated by
dividing the count for each category of defenses by the
participant’s total defense count across the three categories.
RDS scores for all three defenses are included in Figure 1 and
Tables 1, 3.
Our approach to statistical analysis generally used parametric
tests in the first instance, for more complex and factorial
designs, followed by post-hoc tests that were non-parametric.
Our reasons for this are as follows. First, parametric tests,
such as ANOVA, have very well understood properties, and
moreover are generally quite robust to modest violations
in the assumptions of the distribution of the data. Second,
parametric tests generally have greater statistical power than
do non-parametric tests. By contrast, non-parametric tests
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FIGURE 1 | Relative defense scores. (A) Results by group. (B) Results by group and age range (under 12, 12–17, 18, and over). Results from individual participants,
complete AgCC (yellow circles), partial AgCC (blue circles), and healthy participants (green circles), are overlaid onto boxplots of group statistics. Group means are
indicated by horizontal red lines. On each boxplot, the wider pink area represents standard error of the mean (95% confidence interval) and the additional dark-blue
vertical lines indicate the standard deviation. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.1.
make fewer distributional assumptions, but at the cost of
lower statistical power. However, a clear benefit of non-
parametric tests is that they consequently yield fewer false
positives (i.e., they are more conservative in this sense).
Thus, our approach used parametric tests first to discover
possible effects with the greatest statistical power, followed
by non-parametric tests to test specific contrasts in the most
conservative fashion.
To directly address our a priori hypotheses regarding the
defenses most markedly influenced by maturity level (denial
and identification), we conducted a 2 × 2 ANOVA (subject
group × defense type – denial vs. identification). Although
variance was homogeneous across groups, RDS Identification
scores in the AgCC group violated the normal-distribution
assumption of the ANOVA. Nonetheless, we applied the ANOVA
to this data because evidence from simulation studies have shown
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TABLE 3 | Rank-order correlations of Relative Defense Scores with age, FSIQ, VIQ
and words per story (two-tailed p-values for Projection).
Covariate Age FSIQ VIQ Words per
story
τ p τ p τ p T p
AgCC n = 26
Denial −0.08 0.29 −0.22 0.059 −0.31 0.016 −0.32 0.10
Projection −0.13 0.36 0.13 0.38 0.20 0.17 0.17 0.90
Identification 0.27 0.031 0.22 0.070 0.16 0.14 0.40 0.003
Healthy volunteers n = 17
Denial −0.24 0.035 0.13 0.17 0.03 0.47 −0.13 0.31
Projection −0.05 0.73 −0.15 0.28 0.04 0.87 0.17 0.18
Identification 0.33 0.007 −0.13 0.18 −0.18 0.17 0.11 0.20
τ, Kendall’s tau; r, Spearman rank partial correlation; FSIQ, Full Scale Intelligence
Quotient; VIQ, Verbal Intelligence Quotient. Bold p-values are significant at
p < 0.05.
that the false positive rate of ANOVA is not markedly affected
by non-normal distributions (Glass et al., 1972; Harwell et al.,
1992; Lix et al., 1996) and it is the most direct measure of
our hypothesis. To address concerns about non-normality, non-
parametric tests (Mann–Whitney U) were used for between-
group post hoc comparisons of RDS scores. Kendall rank (tau,
“τ”) and Spearman rank partial correlation were used for all
correlations. Since our data and its scoring also produced
projection scores, we report these for readers’ interest only – but
they do not constitute our main hypothesis that we wished to test.
Based on the clear directionality of the hypotheses [e.g.,
individuals with AgCC were expected to show greater utilization
of immature defenses (denial) and less utilization of mature
defenses (identification)], all direct analyses of these measures
were one-tailed unless otherwise indicated. In contrast, two-
tailed tests were used for analyses where directionality could not
be predicted based on the literature (i.e., projection RDS scores).
To understand the association between age and defense
mechanisms in each subject group, and how they might differ
between the groups, we examined RDS scores in relation to
age for each group, as well as the correlation of age with a
combined defense metric (RDS identification divided by RDS
denial). Finally, we conducted specific pairwise tests between
subject groups broken down by age, in order to confirm that
the predicted effects held across all ages. This involved a 2 × 2
ANOVA (subject group × defense type) conducted in three age
ranges: under 12 when denial and projection are more prominent
(Cramer, 1997), the period from age 12 through 17 when use
of identification increases (Cramer, 2007), and age 18 onward
when defense use has stabilized. To examine the possibility that
intellectual ability might influence compensation for immature
defense responses in individuals with AgCC, we correlated RDS
scores with IQ scores in both groups.
RDS for the partial AgCC participants were evenly distributed
in the rank order for all defense categories (Figure 1A). Partial
and complete AgCC groups did not differ for means or ranks
on RDS categories, justifying our pooling of these participants
into a single AgCC group. Additionally, because there were no
significant sex differences in defense mechanisms in the entire
sample, nor in either group, we did not further examine sex as
a variable (full sample: RDS Denial U = 299.5, p = 0.480; RDS
Projection U = 321.5, p = 0.746; RDS Identification = 317.5,
p = 0.692; two-tailed tests).
RESULTS
AgCC and healthy participants groups did not differ for total
number of defenses used overall, U = 357, p = 0.57 (two-tailed),
or for number of defenses per each of the six cards. This suggests
that groups were equally engaged in the task. The 2 × 2 ANOVA
of defense type (denial/identification) by subject group showed a
significant interaction term, F(1,55) = 6.64, p = 0.013, η2p = 0.108
(Figure 1A) and a significantly lower use of identification overall,
F(1,55) = 36.58, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.399, but no overall difference
between group, F(1,55) = 0.003, p = 0.954, η2p < 0.0000. Post
hoc comparisons conducted to examine the interaction effect,
found that participants with AgCC were more likely than healthy
participants to use denial, U = 289, p = 0.032, and were less likely
to use identification, U = 218, p = 0.002. Groups did not differ in
use of projection, U = 404, p = 0.987.
We re-analyzed the data excluding participants who were
currently taking antiepileptic drugs (N = 2) and re-analyzed the
data excluding participants with partial AgCC (N = 4). For both
analyses, the pattern of results for remained consistent with the
original findings and effect size changes were minor. Because
none of the subgroup participants’ scores were outliers, excluding
them did not change the overall findings, and we did not have
any a priori hypothesis about such group differences, they were
pooled in all subsequent analyses.
In the AgCC and in the healthy group, age was positively
correlated with identification. In the healthy group age was
negatively correlated with denial (Table 3). However, the ratio of
RDS Identification / RDS Denial was not significantly correlated
with age for either group (ACC r = 0.12, HC r = 0.09), indicating
that age-related changes don’t occur as a direct transition from
least to most mature defenses. However, 2 × 2 ANOVA of
defense type (denial/identification) by subject group conducted
separately with 3 age groups revealed a clear developmental
progression. The interaction effect supporting the first hypothesis
was seen in adults 18 and older (AgCC N = 12, HC N = 15;
Figure 1B), with the same pattern of results in post-hoc
comparisons (participants with AgCC were more likely than
healthy participants to use denial, U = 53, p = 0.038, and were less
likely to use identification, U = 44, p = 0.013). The interaction
effect was not evident in the under-age-12 group (AgCC N = 8,
HC N = 11), despite a large overall difference in defense type
(denial > identification), F(1,17) = 47.61, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.737.
No contrasts were significant in the 12–17 year old group (AgCC
N = 7, HC N = 4), which was a notably smaller sample.
Finally we examined associations with cognitive abilities.
Among participants with AgCC denial was negatively correlated
with VIQ and identification was positively correlated with
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word count per story (Table 3). There were no other
significant findings.
DISCUSSION
The present study sought to answer the following question: Is
interhemispheric integration critical for normal development
of defense mechanisms? We answered this question positively
examining the stories generated in response to Thematic
Apperception Test (TAT) figures by a unique sample of 27
otherwise high-functioning individuals who were born without
the corpus callosum (AgCC), the largest structure connecting
the two cerebral hemispheres. Using a well validated method
to score defenses from the TAT (Defense Mechanism Manual,
DMM; Cramer, 1991a, 2007; Porcerelli et al., 1998), participants
with AgCC were found to use significantly more denial and
significantly less identification relative to healthy volunteers
matched for sex, age, and intelligence.
The use of more denial and less identification among AgCC
participants is consistent with a pattern of defense usage expected
in younger developmental ages (Cramer, 2007) and supports
the conclusion that inter-hemispheric information transfer
during development is critical for age-appropriate maturation
of defenses. Furthermore, the present study confirmed the
orderly progression of defense development as a function of
(brain) maturation, as denial was relatively more frequent in
earlier and identification in later developmental stages among
healthy participants. Absence of the corpus callosum from birth
may be further inferred to disrupt the orderly progression of
defenses because the only correlation found to be significant
among participants with AgCC was between older age and
identification. Because the difference in defense usage between
healthy individuals and individuals with AgCC was particularly
apparent after later adolescence (age 18 and older), the difference
in defense usage between AgCC and healthy participants may
be posited to require a full trajectory of maturation among
healthy individuals to emerge. Due to the small sample of
adolescents in this study, we cannot provide greater detail
regarding the age at which the pattern of defense mechanisms
in individuals with AgCC diverges from their peers. Nonetheless,
our findings indicate that the halt in defenses maturation among
individuals with AgCC can only be evident when compared
with healthy individuals who are well on their way to effective
maturation completion.
Among individuals with AgCC, denial was lower among
participants with greater verbal intelligence whereas
identification was generally more employed by individuals
who were capable of producing more words per story. In the
healthy comparison group, defense mechanisms were relatively
independent from all cognitive measures. These findings suggest
that greater verbal intelligence and greater capacity for verbal
fluency in producing stories may be able to compensate for
otherwise more immature defense responses in AgCC.
Before discussing the findings of the present study some
limitations must be acknowledged. Individuals with AgCC may
show other anatomical changes in addition to the agenesis of
the corpus callosum. These include intrahemispheric white-
matter abnormalities including reduction of ipsilateral cortical
association tracts or misrouted callosal fibers running parallel
to the interhemispheric fissure (Tovar-Moll et al., 2007),
abnormal microstructure and reduced volume of the ventral
cingulum bundle (Nakata et al., 2009) or a number reduction
of von Economo neurons, large spindle-shaped neurons
localized to anterior cingulated cortex, and frontoinsular
cortex (Kaufman et al., 2008) that have been posited to have
a role in social cognition. This limits our ability to attribute
poor development of defense mechanisms exclusively to
absence of the corpus callosum. In addition, complete callosal
absence in AgCC does not result in complete interruption of
inter-hemispheric information transfer. Notably, while inter-
hemispheric connectivity in AgCC may be within the normal
range when quantified from resting-state fMRI, task-based
transfer of information is nonetheless reduced (Paul et al.,
2007; Tyszka et al., 2011). Separate analyses of complete and
partial AgCC participants did not yield significant differences in
defenses, indicating that even incomplete callosal disconnection
may impact maturation of defense mechanisms. A further
question concerns the stability of defense mechanisms, given
that the measurements in the present study were limited to
one session. However, outside of childhood and adolescent
development, findings generally suggest that defensive
functioning demonstrates relative stability over time (Perry,
2001; Perry and Bond, 2012).
Defense mechanisms develop out of interactions between an
individual and parental figures or other significant caregivers.
We do not have information on the quality of relationships
between AgCC participants and their significant caregivers
during development. These interactions may have carried some
effect on defense development as poor social interaction (Paul
et al., 2014) may be one of the mechanisms by which primary
AgCC contributes to erratic development of defenses.
Some (N = 2) AgCC participants took anti-seizure
medications (valproic acid, or phenytoin), but these participants’
defense scores did not fall outside the AgCC group distribution.
Potential participants were excluded if they had a diagnosis of
schizophrenia or other psychotic disorder, or diagnosis of bipolar
disorder, but we did not test for other psychiatric symptoms or
behavioral difficulties that may occur among individuals with
primary AgCC. The association between psychiatric and other
developmental symptomatology and defense mechanisms in
AgCC may be a fruitful area of exploration in future studies.
However, we did not have any hypotheses regarding such an
exploration, and given our small sample size, we consider it
beyond the scope of the present study.
Atypical defense maturation in agenesis of the corpus
callosum offers evidence that defenses require large scale
neuronal integration. The primary integration at issue here would
be the cross-talk between the two cerebral hemispheres, or a
subset of cortical homologues. It is also possible that there are
contributions from developmental abnormalities in brain regions
subserving cognitive control mechanisms, emotion processing
and self functions. For example, the medial prefrontal/anterior
cingulate cortex, a brain region which is structurally abnormal in
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AgCC has been highlighted in neuroimaging studies of emotion
regulation (Dixon et al., 2017), cognitive control (Kerns et al.,
2004), and cognitive dissonance (Botvinick et al., 2004). In AgCC,
the cortex along the medial wall of each hemisphere typically
features a radial organization, with no structural equivalent of
anterior cingulate cortex (Hetts et al., 2006).
Several other brain regions implicated in processing defenses
may also be involved. For example, as briefly reviewed above,
denial of deficit as a consequence of right hemisphere damage
(Solms, 2000) has been understood as a defense. The direct
implication of focal brain damage in the occurrence of new
defenses remains speculative, for lesion studies lack assessment
of defense styles prior to brain damage. Confabulation is an
example of a behavior that is addressed by both psychodynamic
theorists and clinical neurology. Similar to the example of denial
of deficit described above, confabulation has also been interpreted
as a defense mechanism, even when it occurs following brain –
frontal lobe – damage (Turnbull and Solms, 2007). In the
neurological literature, confabulation has also been described in
individuals who underwent surgical callosotomy as treatment
of intractable epilepsy. Based on observation of confabulation
patterns in these individuals, Michael Gazzaniga proposed that
the left hemisphere serves as an interpreter of incomplete
and ambiguous information, including information related to
one’s own behavior and identity (Gazzaniga, 2000). When the
corpus is absent from birth, it is possible that the interpreter
will not be receiving adequate information from throughout
the brain. Reliance on inaccurate or incomplete information
may produce a net effect not distinguishable from denial. It
should nonetheless be kept in mind that denial in standard
psychoanalytic thinking is a function of the mind forcefully
keeping away from awareness information that is posited to
be particularly caustic for the self. The above neurological
model(s) fail to account for the specific type of the signals kept
away from awareness, or, in other words, why some and not
others based on the quality (what) and not on the accuracy
(how much) of information as often observed in standard
psychoanalytic practice.
A study of brain activation during suppression (i.e., willfully
placing disturbing thoughts out of awareness) found elevated
activity in the bilateral dorsal and ventral lateral frontal lobe,
the anterior cingulate gyrus, pre-motor regions, the intraparietal
sulcus (BA 7) and right putamen, and found depressed activation
in the hippocampus (Anderson et al., 2004). Whereas in standard
psychoanalytic theory defenses may occur outside the realm of
awareness, with these limitations in mind these results suggest
that a coordinated set of brain regions is at work during
(aware) defense generation and consequently this process may be
disrupted by malfunctioning in any of these specific regions or
the pathways which connect them.
Intelligence and defense mechanisms are both resources
for psychosocial adaptation (Cramer, 2006). However, verbal
and performance IQ are generally unrelated to defenses in
children and adolescents (Cramer and Brilliant, 2001) and only
moderately related in young and middle adulthood (Cramer,
2003). In the AgCC group, VIQ was negatively correlated
with denial scores and word count was positively correlated
with identification scores. A parsimonious explanation of
this phenomenon is that in AgCC, a neurological condition
where social skills tend to be less efficient, individuals may
depend more heavily on verbal (symbolic) intelligence to
support and compensate personal and social psychological
adaptation. The findings in this study suggest that in
AgCC verbal skills offer compensatory strategies, such that
dependence on verbal intelligence is particularly relevant
for modulating use of defenses at the lower developmental
level and verbal generativity is relevant for modulating use of
higher-level defenses.
Atypical behavior in adolescents and adults with isolated
AgCC and normal-range intelligence scores is most likely to
emerge when engaging in complex novel problem solving (Gott
and Saul, 1978; Sauerwein et al., 1994; Brown et al., 2005a)
and processing of socially relevant material (Paul et al., 2004;
Symington et al., 2004; Turk et al., 2010). On tasks involving
more complex cognitive and social processes, their performance
is particularly limited by slow reaction times and processing
speed (Marco et al., 2012), poor comprehension of syntax and
linguistic pragmatics (Sanders, 1989; Banich and Brown, 2000),
restricted verbal expression of emotional experience (Paul et al.,
2006), poor comprehension of humor and literal interpretation
bias (Paul et al., 2003; Brown et al., 2005a,b; Huber-Okrainec
et al., 2005), and difficulty imagining other’s social perspective
(Paul et al., 2004; Symington et al., 2004; Turk et al., 2010).
Larger longitudinal studies examining cognitive, social, and
psychological development in parallel are needed to clarify the
relationship between these domains.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the present research has shown that the smooth
maturation of defense mechanisms (denial, projection, and
identification) is affected in absence of the corpus callosum.
Specifically individuals with AgCC show greater use of denial
and lesser use of identification relative to healthy volunteers.
These findings are consistent with the general view that large scale
interaction among brain regions is needed to support utilization
of age-appropriate defense mechanisms.
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